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Scope & Applications / Concepts & Language

Scope & Applications / Concepts & Language

What makes religion a
religion? Do religious
knowledge systems
provide knowledge in
the same way as other
AoKs?

What is the difference
between religious
feelings, religious
beliefs, and religious
faith?

Journal #29

For Discussion–Religion 101

Concepts & Language / Methodology

Let’s talk terminology…

- How do you distinguish
between spirituality
and religion? From
what sources are
spiritual & religious
knowledge developed?

Theology
Doctrine
Sacred/Divine
Metaphysical
Purity
Ritual
Morality
Revelation

Religious Studies
Practice
Profane
Transcendent
Impurity
Prayer/Meditation
Ethics
Mystical Experience
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Further Considerations

Further Considerations

Methodology

Methodology & Scope

- Is faith purely emotional, or is
it possible to provide a rational
justification for religious
belief?
- Is emotion the primary source
for spiritual and/or religious
knowledge? If not, then what
ways of knowing might be?

- Could it be that atheism as
much a matter of faith as
religious belief?
- Can you think of any evidence
which would convince you that
divinity (God) does not exist?
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Journal #30
Historical Development & Links to Personal Knowledge

How do we decide
between the competing
claims of different
religious knowledge
systems?

Four Broad Categories of Evidence

What Constitutes Sufficient Evidence?

for deciding between competing claims…

Again, for deciding between competing claims, that is…

1) Empirical: based observation;
experimentation
2) Statistical: based on assigning
value & quantified information
3) Anecdotal: based on personal
accounts & relevant examples
4) Testimonial: based on the
expressed views of authorities

1)

Evidence is sufficient when it
permits a judgment to be made
with certainty (where there is no
good reason for doubt)

Certainty is often difficult to attain, so…

1)

If certainty is unattainable,
evidence is sufficient if one view
of the issue has been shown to
have the force of probability
(more reasonable).
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Knowledge Framework

Historical Development & Links to Personal Knowledge

Why does learning
about religious
knowledge systems
matter for an
IB/ToK student?

Knowledge Framework
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